
1. Center Tagger: Chuck the pinecone toward the whackbatter.
2. Whackbatter: Try to hit the cedar stick with the pinecone. 
If you don’t hit it, run down the field and tag the cedar stick 
without getting tagged by a Tagger.
3–5. Grabbers: Throw pinecones indiscriminately at other 
players. Then pick up pinecones at the end of each round.
6–10. Twig Runners: Catch or pick up the pinecone and run it on 
your own, or pass it relay-style to other twig runners, to put in 
the twig basket. If you’re not running, spin in place!
11–13. Taggers: Try to tag the Whackbatter before he or she 
tags the cedar stick.
Umpire: Yell "Hot box!" when the whackbatter has been tagged 
and/or when you feel like the pinecone would probably have 
burned out had you actually set it aflame. Keep track of all 
scoredowns.
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